News release: September 4, 2014

Cohda unveils Gen 5 ‘talking car’ device
Global connected vehicle technology leader Cohda Wireless today launches the MK5, its fifth
generation ready-for-market ‘talking vehicle’ product.
Cohda’s MK5 provides advance warning of potential dangers to vehicle safety by wirelessly
gathering data from similarly equipped vehicles and infrastructure.
The MK5 addresses both Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
implementations, collectively referred to as V2X. Offering best in class performance, the MK5
is suitable for use in trials, automotive production, aftermarket products and roadside
infrastructure. V2X technology is expected in production vehicles from 2016.
Cohda Wireless CEO Paul Gray said the MK5 was available as an onboard, roadside or radio
module. “The MK5 is Cohda’s smallest product to date, measuring just 90mm x 130mm for
the onboard unit and 30mm x 40mm for the radio module,” he said.
Cohda will unveil the MK5 at Booth #1728 of the ITS World Congress
(http://itsworldcongress.org/), running from September 7-11, in Detroit, Michigan, as well as at
NXP Booth # 2818.
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The MK5 is based on the latest RoadLINK technology from NXP Semiconductors.
TM
RoadLINK is the V2X industry benchmark for mobility, performance and flexibility. It
combines the SAF5100 software-defined radio processor with TEF510x, a dual-radio, multiband RF transceiver, and brings safety-critical information to the driver significantly faster
than current, conventional applications can.
Cohda Wireless’ market-ready MK5 product follows the widespread use of earlier generations
of Cohda products in global V2X field trials, including the simTD project in Germany and the
US Safety Pilot initiative, where Cohda products are used in 60 per cent of trial vehicles.
Just last month, the US Department of Transportation released advance notice of a proposed
rule making as a first step towards mandating V2X technology in US vehicles. Details at
http://www.dot.gov/briefing-room/us-department-transportation-issues-advance-noticeproposed-rulemaking-begin.
About Cohda Wireless
Cohda Wireless is an equipment vendor in the Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS) market. The company manufactures hardware products with acknowledged best-inworld performance. Cisco and NXP Semiconductors are strategic investors in Cohda
Wireless. Cohda’s hardware and software products are being used in Car-to-Car field trials
worldwide today. Customers include many carmakers, tier one suppliers, automotive
chipmakers, road authorities and new market entrants. Cohda’s products are already used in
the USA, Europe, Australia, Japan, and Korea. For more information, visit
www.cohdawireless.com.
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